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LSP standard journeys 
LPP variations highlighted



Appeal start page – all standard journeys

Appeal v Review

We use ‘appeal’ as a description of the 
action the user is taking, because this 
is how users understand the word –
they’re appealing to HMRC. 

We use ‘review’ as a description of the 
action HMRC will take once a user 
submits their appeal. 

Slight content variations on this page 
for when we know the user is making 
an appeal more than 30 days after 
penalty notice was issued – we add a 
third bullet point:

Each page of the appeal journey shows 
whether it’s an LSP or LPP penalty.



Reasonable excuse page – all journeys

https://www.gov.uk/tax-
appeals/reasonable-excuses

Crime journey

Fire or flood journey

Health journey

Loss of staff journey

Technology issues journey

‘Other’ journey

Bereavement journey

The reasonable excuse list is 
the same for all traders (LSP 
or LPP penalties). 

The only change is which 
penalty we show directly 
above the heading – this will 
depend on which penalty the 
user clicks on from their 
digital tax account.

Joint appeal (LPP only)

Appeal against the obligation

https://www.gov.uk/tax-appeals/reasonable-excuses


Bereavement 



Bereavement – honesty declaration 

This is a LPP honesty 
declaration for a trader who 
misses a VAT payment for a 
bereavement reason. 

The content refers to paying 
the VAT bill and making the 
payment. 



Bereavement – date of death 



Bereavement – check your answers 



Bereavement – confirmation 

Back to appeal journey list

This additional 
page shows when 
the appeal is 
considered late –
users need to 
explain why they 
couldn’t appeal 
within 30 days.



Crime 



Crime – honesty declaration



Crime – date of crime



Crime – police question



Crime – check your answers



Crime – confirmation

This additional 
page shows when 
the appeal is 
considered late –
users need to 
explain why they 
couldn’t appeal 
within 30 days.

Back to appeal journey list



Fire or flood 



Fire or flood – honesty declaration



Fire or flood – date of incident



Fire or flood – check your answers



Fire or flood – confirmation

This additional 
page shows when 
the appeal is 
considered late –
users need to 
explain why they 
couldn’t appeal 
within 30 days.

Back to appeal journey list



Health 



Health – honesty declaration



Health – hospital stay question (yes)



Health – hospital stay start date



Health – hospital stay ended question (yes)

If the trader tells us the 
hospital stay has ended, we 
collect an end date. 



Health – hospital stay – check your answers

How the page looks if the 
trader tells us the hospital 
stay has not yet ended. 



Health – hospital stay – confirmation

This additional 
page shows when 
the appeal is 
considered late –
users need to 
explain why they 
couldn’t appeal 
within 30 days.



Health – no to hospital stay



Health – no to hospital stay – start date



Health – no to hospital stay – check your answers



Health – no hospital stay – confirmation 

This additional 
page shows when 
the appeal is 
considered late –
users need to 
explain why they 
couldn’t appeal 
within 30 days.

Back to appeal journey list



Loss of staff essential to the VAT process 



Loss of staff – honesty declaration



Loss of staff – leaving date 



Loss of staff – check your answers



Loss of staff – confirmation

This additional 
page shows when 
the appeal is 
considered late –
users need to 
explain why they 
couldn’t appeal 
within 30 days.

Back to appeal journey list



Technology 



Technology issues – honesty declaration



Technology issues – start date 



Technology issues – end date



Technology issues – check your answers



Technology issues – confirmation

This additional 
page shows when 
the appeal is 
considered late –
users need to 
explain why they 
couldn’t appeal 
within 30 days.

Back to appeal journey list



Other (the reason is not listed) 



‘Other’ – honesty declaration 



‘Other’ – start date 



‘Other’ – free text box



‘Other’ – yes to upload evidence



‘Other’ – evidence upload

If user clicks ‘Add another file’ 
they’ll be able to upload a maximum 
of 5 files from their device, which 
will all be shown in a list (File 1, File 
2 etc) on this page. 

The ‘READY TO SUBMIT’ tag appears 
when the system has scanned the 
file and it passes our initial checks 
(size, file type etc). 



‘Other’ – check your answers



‘Other’ – confirmation

This additional 
page shows when 
the appeal is 
considered late –
users need to 
explain why they 
couldn’t appeal 
within 30 days.



‘Other’ – no to upload evidence



‘Other’ – check your answers



‘Other’ – confirmation

This additional 
page shows when 
the appeal is 
considered late –
users need to 
explain why they 
couldn’t appeal 
within 30 days.

Back to appeal journey list



Joint appeal (LPP) 



Trader has two penalties for the same VAT period

The joint appeal functionality 
is for late payment penalties 
only – it does not include late 
submission penalties for the 
same VAT period.

When presented with this 
page in our testing, all users 
chose to click the appeal link 
for the higher value (older) 
penalty first.



Trader wants to appeal highest value penalty

Trader clicks ‘Appeal this 
penalty’



Trader wants to appeal both LPPs together



Trader can start the joint appeal journey
Penalty detail above the heading 
changes to state ‘penalties’ –
this continues throughout the 
appeal journey.

When the user clicks ‘continue’ 
on this page they go into the 
standard appeal journeys. 

One final difference between joint and 
standard appeals… 

When a joint appeal also includes the 
first or both penalties being issued more 
than 30 days ago, the user sees one of 
these pages on their journey, instead of 
the standard late appeal page.



Trader does not want to appeal both LPPs together

It’s possible a user has different 
reasons for paying VAT late initially 
(when LPP1 was applied) and later 
on (when LPP2 was applied). 

We only take user on a joint appeal 
journey when both appeals are for 
the same reason.



Trader can start a single appeal journey

Penalty detail 
above the 
heading will stay 
as ‘penalty’ 
throughout the 
appeal journey.

When trader clicks ‘continue’ 
on this page they go into the 
standard appeal journeys.

Get page-by-page details 
of each appeal journey



Appeal against the obligation (LPP) 
LSP variations highlighted



Trader clicks to check if they can appeal a penalty (LPP)

We use the link content ‘Check if you 
can appeal’ for any penalties where 
the obligation has not been met: 

LSP – return has not been received

LPP – VAT bill has not been paid



Trader tells us they have not cancelled the VAT registration



We confirm that the trader cannot appeal online



Or, trader has cancelled the VAT registration



We confirm that the trader can appeal this penalty online



Trader begins an appeal against the obligation journey

We’re asking here for slightly different 
things from the standard appeal 
journey. 

We want the user to provide details of 
when they contacted HMRC. 

This is not about the user having a  
reasonable excuse, but not needing 
fulfil a VAT obligation.



Obligation appeal – honesty declaration



Obligation appeal – free text box



Obligation appeal – evidence



As with the ‘other’ appeal journey 
we allow a user to upload up to 5 
documents to support their case

Obligation appeal – evidence



Obligation appeal – evidence – check your answers 



Obligation appeal – evidence – confirmation 

This confirmation page has slightly 
different content from the standard 
appeal journeys.

We tell the user that our decision will 
take into account any other penalties for 
the same VAT period, so they do not 
need to appeal separately for them.



Obligation appeal – no evidence



Obligation appeal – no evidence – check your answers



Obligation appeal – no evidence – confirmation

Back to appeal journey list
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